
Date: : 17-09-2010 à 08:35 Par samy

6 months ago (Reporting results at 6 months after surgery)

Samy (Apichu)

Hi all

This is the post and photos to support test perform in Dr Umar in Los Angeles.

To summarize we were 4 to be part of this adventure, three norwood 6 and 1 norwood 4

4 beautiful boys hair in the wind in the Californian Sun.

Dr. umar us very much allowed and we at taken case by case basis we propose a solution to consider for the future.

We have received for most 500 bht and fue grafts, initially this was only a test.

PATIENTS (* see picture here below):
Apichu (1 Patient): FUE and BHT from beards and thigh
Samy (2 patients): FUE and BHT from beard
Karim77 (Patient 3): As the bht from beard
Bob (Patient 4): FUE and BHT from beards and torso.

The pictures will speak of it even did not hesitate to ask questions.

6 Months after the OPE we are all satisfied with the outcome the bht 4 and the Fue have push.

Karim 77

Thank you samy for this tremendous work illustrates our results, I would like a report has our expensive readers that
this is the first time that I see in the order of 20-30% eggs that grow directly after the transplantation without going
through the phase télogène (c a d they not fall), I am really fun of the Protocol of dr UMAR and his knowledge do,
strongly expected your comments and thank you

Samy (Apichu)

As the property specify Karim77, grafts pose by the Dr.Umar for the most part does its fallen not and they begin to
grow.

We have also all very well heal the Bht (Torce, beard, leg) samples.



Samy (Apichu)

Here are the locations or it was collecting the bht

As you can see 15 days redness are more the.
Wound healing is very fast.

Samy (Apichu)

DONOR ZONE (below)

The next 2 posts were of Samy showing the results of his 3 friends

Philipe92

Months, 1 week ago
Karma: 0
Hello

The donor patient 2 is getting sparse you find not?
Yet on the photos he has long hair.

Phillipe92

Sorry I had not done attention that it was you the patient 2

Karim 77



It is not hair, beard

Dado

I like beaoucoup the result on karim77 I guess ke karim strong beard very hairs has the _base_...

Samy (Apichu) in response to Daddo:

Hi Dado, actually karim77 a good feature at the level of his beard that matters greatly to the bht. the

photos speak for it even. We all had 4 a fairly dense beard in it will therefore be able to use to the

future.

Phillipe92

Make the BHT on the beard practice it to one side also going more quickly for to shave you in the

morning / is what Beard levies are only at the level of the top of the neck, or it can be also at the level of

the cheeks? is that it leaves marks? it you as how much cost the BHT operation? It is in California that

you're gone

Apichu

To answer and be more specific on the conduct of the op. Effectively to respond to Philippe, beard scar

very quickly (about 2 weeks) and still are that the redness, can prevelever on the set of beard, it is a dire

cheek and neck Chin etc. For some this represents a real advantage as karim77 who shaves regularly

therefore more spots on this side the. the cicatrisatice is invisible to the naked eye, imagine you, make

you tweezer, it is the same result. I would remind you that it is simply a test of 500 uf and we get a see a



result more than positive. It was for us 4 to know if the bht pushed, given our advanced baldness stages.

Today on a common assessment, it is avere that we are preparing a common op in this same doctor this

winter. for the op ranging from 5000 to 3000 UF. With regard to my personal case I had a 500 UF

consisting of OP: 250 FUE 130 BHT BEARD (beard) 120 BHT LEG (thigh) the result is more than positive, it

can be clearly seen on the photos graft triangle, and see the diference in contrast with the time that are

empty and smooth. The centre was identical to the time a few months ago. Another important point to

note plugins have not fallen for a good party, also surprising that ca can be, it is has said that as time

passed and it was joussif for our part. Travel is very well held, we are planning to leave very soon if you

have questions in pv or would be interested to be part of the Adventure (and Yes ca remains US

California 15 hours of flight experience) hesitate not to get back to me I will open a new post soon in

order to detailler the progress of the voyage and op Good read for all. I recall once again that there is

very good doc in Europe or in other continents, but that for our part and share our common stages of

baldness (norwood 6) Dr. Umar remains to this day an excellent reference see the best for large session

in BHT

Kraff

Salvation, and the test you have cost how much? and for the OPE of this winter, it will cost how much?

Karim 77

2LT Kraff, rates of clinics are posted on this link: 2LT

Jefflebleau

Just a small question. You still have courage to make the BHT, because I am not very satisfied his interest

as you all have a good Crown. The pictures "Before" where we see the implanted grafts shows that the

area was razed to the ground. It would have been more logical to show the "before" photos with a



normal hairstyle not razed (to compare photos "after"). Is it possible to see the photos just before and

after the levy at the level of the beard? Good luck for the suite. How much cost you 500 test plugins?

Apichu

Hi Umar gave us a price for the test was 4 dollar the plugins or 2000 $ for 500 uf. For a more important

session proposed us a price more interesting. It is interesting with the ca is about 2 euro change the

plugins.

Matt

Thanks for the info. Dr. Umar indicates a rate of $7 by UF on its site (

http://www.dermhairclinic.com/pricing-financing-hair- restoration-los-

angeles/ ), patient granting the right to exploit their image - photos and videos - can benefit from a

discount *. It is the same for those integrating a waiting list, probably for possible abandonment on the

part of other patients. Correspond to one of these 2 cases? And when you say "for a larger session,

proposed us a price more interesting [...], with the changes it made about 2 euro graft", of which total

amount of grafts is it? Have you had to negotiate bitterly for these reductions? Spend $7 to $ 3, this is

equivalent to a 60% discount on the official price! Also, I understand that Bob and Samy would not for

the next trip... in this case, are you looking for other comrades of adventure? * This discount becomes

active to publication of the results, and not the day of the operation; This allows Dr. Umar to ensure the

loyalty of the patient being committed to publish documentation. I can fool me, but, officially, this was

its tariff of $7 to $6 for a patient floutant his face, and $5 to uncovered face.

Apichu



Hello Matt I was the direct interlocutor of Dr. Umar indeed I negotiate at length now have a tariff was $

4, the goal of our approach was to obtain the best price and in Exchange to communicate and publish. It

is the interest of starting a 4 because should not forget that we stay fresh for these expensive doctors

and that the meat is attracting meat. Voila, we have decided a joint agreement to turn us in an another

specialist of BHT, we address currently on Dr. OZGUR in Turkey if others are interested in his work

please contact me by PMis projected every 4 to leave soon. (December, January) As of habitute our

team will be a joy of posting a full reporting on our stay in Turkey.

Fafa

Before possibly to consider you accompany where can find us significant results regarding Ozgur on BHT.

Thank you

Samy (Apichu)

FAFA wrote: Hi guys, before eventually to consider you accompany where
can find us significant results regarding Ozgur on BHT. Thank you Here are
a few results of Dr. Ozgur:

http://www.hairsite.com/hair-loss/search.html?
search=Dr.+ozgur&x=5&y=5


